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The Pope, the Public, and International Relations Dec 09 2020 This edited volume engages a long-standing religious power, the
Holy See, to discuss the impact of the structural and postsecular transformations of international relations through the emergence of a
global and digital public sphere. Despite the legal construction that enables the separation of the Holy See as a distinct legal entity, it is
also an instrument for the papacy to represent externally and regulate internally the global and transnational Catholic Church. The

Holy See is also the tool that enables the papacy to address a transnational or a global public beyond Catholic adherence – most
prominently through journeys that are often at the same time state visits and pastoral journeys. Instead of understanding these hybrid
roles as an irregular exemption, the contributions of the book argue that the Holy See should be seen as a certainly special but
nevertheless quite normal actor of international and public diplomacy.
The Popes and the Papacy in the Early Middle Ages (Routledge Revivals) May 14 2021 There has been a tendency to the view the
history of the early medieval papacy predominantly in ideological terms, which has resulted in the over-exaggeration of the idea of the
papal monarchy. In this study, first published in 1979, Jeffrey Richards questions this view, arguing that whilst the papacy's power and
responsibility grew during the period under discussion, it did so by a series of historical accidents rather than a coherent radical design.
The title redresses the imbalance implicit in the monarchical interpretation, and emphasizes other important political, administrative
and social aspects of papal history. As such it will be of particular value to students interested in the history of the Church; in
particular, the development of the early medieval papacy, and the shifting policies and characteristics of the popes themselves.
The Illustrated History of the Popes Jan 10 2021 A comprehensive history of all 266 popes from Peter to Francis, with beautiful fineart images.
The History of the Papacy in the XIXth Century Mar 12 2021
The pope, the kings and the people Oct 19 2021
A History of the Popes Apr 24 2022 Chronicles the history of the papacy, describing its role in global politics and the Catholic
Church throughout the centuries, the strengths and flaws of each pope, and how societal changes have impacted the institution.
The Catholic Church Aug 24 2019 The renowned theologian and historian presents a landmark history of the Roman Catholic
Church, from its origins to the present day, that discusses the role of the papacy, the schisms that split the church, and the role of the
Catholic Church in the twenty-first century as it confronts issues of women's rights, scientific development, and more. 35,000 first
printing.
Byzantine Rome and the Greek Popes Jun 14 2021 Byzantine Rome and the Greek Popes examines the scope and extent to which the
East influenced Rome and the Papacy following the Justinian Reconquest of Italy in the middle of the sixth century through the
pontificate of Zacharias and the collapse of the exarchate of Ravenna in 752. A combination of factors resulted in the arrival of
significant numbers of easterners in Rome, and those immigrants had brought with them a number of eastern customs and practices
previously unknown in the city. Greek influence became apparent in art, religious ceremonial and liturgics, sacred music, the rhetoric
of doctrinal debate, the growth of eastern monastic communities, and charitable institutions, and the proliferation of the cults of
eastern saints and ecclesiastical feast days and, in particular, devotion to the Theotokos or Mother of God. From the late seventh to the
middle of the eighth century, eleven of the thirteen Roman pontiffs were the sons of families of eastern provenance. While conceding

that over the course of the seventh century Rome indeed experienced the impact of an important Greek element, some scholars of the
period have insisted that the degree to which Rome and the Papacy were orientalized has been exaggerated, while others argue that the
extent of their byzantinization has not been fully appreciated. The question has also been raised as to whether Rome's oriental popes
were responsible for sowing the seeds of separatism from Byzantium and laying the foundation for a future papal state, or whether
they were loyal imperial subjects ever steadfast politically, although not always so in matters of the faith, to the reigning sovereign in
Constantinople. Finally, there is the important issue of whether one could still speak of a single and undivided imperium Roman
christianum in the seventh and early eighth centuries or whether the concept of imperial unity in the epoch following Gregory the
Great was a quaint and fanciful fiction as East and West, ignoring and misunderstanding one ano
The Papacy and the Civil Power Jun 02 2020
Dark deeds of the papacy contrasted with the bright lights of the gospel Nov 07 2020
The Pope's Army Mar 31 2020 For much of its 2,000-year history, the Roman Catholic Church was a formidable political and military
power, in contrast to its pacifist origins and its present concentration on spiritual matters. The period of political and military activism
can be dated to roughly between 410, when Pope Innocent I vainly tried to avert the sack of Rome by the Visigoths, and about 1870,
when Pope Pius IX was abandoned by his protectors, the French Army, and forced to submit to the new Italian state by surrendering
any political power the Vatican had left. During those centuries, the popes employed every means at their disposal, including direct
military action, to maintain their domains centered on Rome. Some pontiffs, such as Alexander VI, Julius II (15th century), plus the
energetic Borgia popes later, built the Papal States into a power in their own right. In the following century and a half, Europe’s
destructive religious wars almost always had a papal component, with the Lateran and later Vatican fielding their own armies.
Climaxing the story are the little-known yet bitter late-nineteenth century battles between the papal volunteers from all over Europe
and America, and the Italian nationalists who ultimately prevailed. John Carr narrates the story of Papal military clout with engaging
verve.
Magisterium Jan 28 2020 A striking series of events of the past two decades have tended to raise questions about the exercise of
teaching authority in the Catholic Church. The Second Vatican Council, the Encyclical Humanae Vitae, the controversy over Hans
Kÿng's book on infallibility and the subsequent declaration of Rome that he could no longer teach as a Catholic theologian, the
colloquium to which Edward Schillebeeckx was summoned by the Vatican, the pastoral letter of the American bishops on the question
of nuclear warfare--have all stimulated a lively discussion of the claims of the Catholic hierarchy to authoritative magisterium. With
all the abundance of literature on the subject, a book was still needed that would offer an up-to-date, systematic presentation of
Catholic thinking about the nature and function of this magisterium. This is what the present volume sets out to provide. It takes as its
point of departure the belief which a great many Christians besides Catholics share, namely, that the Church of Christ is maintained in

the truth of the Gospel by the Holy Spirit. It then examines the various ministries by which the Gospel has been handed on and
interpreted for each generation of believers, looking especially to the role of the bishops, and among them, of the Bishop of Rome, in
settling disputes about the faith. Questions concerning papal infallibility, the response called for by papal encyclicals, the critical role
of Catholic theologians vis-a-vis the magisterium, are treated in the light of current theological literature, with the non-specialist reader
in mind.
The Christian East and the Rise of the Papacy Nov 19 2021 Examines developments in the churches of East and West in the Middle
Ages. Explores the theological and spiritual currents spreading from Byzantium to the Orthodox Churches of the North. Presents the
stories of the native Eastern Churches of Egypt, Ethiopia, Syria, Armenia and Georgia. Includes photos and index.
Rome and the Invention of the Papacy May 02 2020 The remarkable, and permanently influential, papal history known as the Liber
pontificalis shaped perceptions and the memory of Rome, the popes, and the many-layered past of both city and papacy within western
Europe. Rosamond McKitterick offers a new analysis of this extraordinary combination of historical reconstruction, deliberate
selection and political use of fiction, to illuminate the history of the early popes and their relationship with Rome. She examines the
content, context, and transmission of the text, and the complex relationships between the reality, representation, and reception of
authority that it reflects. The Liber pontificalis presented Rome as a holy city of Christian saints and martyrs, as the bishops of Rome
established their visible power in buildings, and it articulated the popes' spiritual and ministerial role, accommodated within their
Roman imperial inheritance. Drawing on wide-ranging and interdisciplinary international research, Rome and the Invention of the
Papacy offers pioneering insights into the evolution of this extraordinary source, and its significance for the history of early medieval
Europe.
A History of the Papacy During the Period of the Reformation: The Great Schism. The Council of Constance. 1378-1418Jul 24
2019
Politics and the Papacy in the Modern World Apr 12 2021 Explores the Papacy's political and diplomatic role in world affairs
during the last two centuries
The Papacy, 1073-1198 Feb 20 2022 This book is a study of the transformation of the role of the pope in the late eleventh and twelfth
centuries.
The Early Papacy Oct 31 2022 Adrian Fortescue, a British apologist for the Catholic faith in the early part of the 20th century, wrote
this classic of clear exposition on the faith of the early Church in the papacy based upon the writings of the Church fathers until 451.
No ultramontanist, Fortescue can be a keen critic of personal failings of various Popes, but he shows through his brilliant assessment
of the writings of the Church fathers that the early Church had a clear understanding of the primacy of Peter and a belief in the
divinely given authority of the Pope in matters of faith and morals. Referring to the famous passage in Matthew 16: 18 where Jesus

confers his authority upon Peter as the head of the Apostles, and the first Pope, Fortescue says that, while Christians can continue to
argue about the exact meaning of that passage from Scripture, and the various standards that are used for judgments about correct
Christian teaching and belief, the only possible real standard is a living authority, an authority alive in the world at this moment, that
can answer your difficulties, reject a false theory as it arises and say who is right in disputed interpretations of ancient documents.
Fortescue shows that the papacy actually seems to be one of the clearest and easiest dogmas to prove from the early Church. And it is
his hope through this work that it will contribute to a ressourcement with regard to the office of the papacy among those in
communion with the Bishop of Rome, and that it will assist those outside this communion to seek it out, confident that it is willed by
Christ for all who would be joined to him in this life and in the next.
The Papacy and the Civil Power Jul 28 2022
The Popes in the Twentieth Century Nov 27 2019 This book tells the story of the first sixty odd years of the Papacy in the twentieth
century, through the lives of the five Popes who covered that span, from Pius X to John XXIII.
The Exempt Abbey of St. Augustine, Canterbury, and the Papacy, Ca. 604-1406 A.D. Jun 22 2019
101 Questions & Answers on Popes and the Papacy Sep 29 2022 This book tackles almost every question posed in April 2005 during
the dying and death of Pope John Paul II and the election of Benedict XVI.
Power and the Papacy Dec 21 2021 The doctrine of infallibility, formulated at the First Vatican Council in 1870, is a concept that has
intrigued - & even perplexed - Catholics & non-Catholics throughout its history. This popular work traces the development of
infallibility, how it is understood today, problems & questions it has engendered, & what may be its future. At the core, this is a story
of religious authority & the problems of shifting understandings in the midst of changing cultures. McClory, a distinguished journalist
& former Roman Catholic priest, has written a sweeping account not only of the evolution of a difficult doctrine but of the key players
- both on & off the Vatican stage - who have been pivotal in the process. His is a frank & even-handed presentation of the issues that
puts emphasis on people rather than on abstract assertions & declarations. A thoroughly fascinating & well-researched contribution to
a subject of timeless interest, Power & the Papacy is sure to generate much attention as the Church enters the 21st century amid
continuing struggles & perplexities regarding papal authority.
Pius XI Sep 17 2021 An appealing and readable life of one of the greatest men of the early twentieth century: Pius XI as he appeared
on the stage of history, and Pius the man as his closest friends knew and loved him. Pope Pius XI (born Ambrogio Damiano Achille
Ratti: 31 May 1857 - 10 February 1939) reigned as Pope from 6 February 1922 to his death in 1939. He was the first sovereign of
Vatican City from its creation as an independent state on 11 February 1929. He took as his papal motto, “Pax Christi in Regno
Christi,” translated “The Peace of Christ in the Kingdom of Christ.” Pius XI issued numerous encyclicals, and to establish or maintain
the position of the Catholic Church, he concluded a record number of concordats, including the Reichskonkordat with Germany.

During his pontificate, the longstanding hostility with the Italian government over the status of the papacy and the Church in Italy was
successfully resolved in the Lateran Treaty of 1929. He canonized important saints, including Thomas More, Petrus Canisius, Konrad
von Parzham, Andrew Bobola and Don Bosco. He beatified and canonized Thérèse de Lisieux, for whom he held special reverence,
and gave equivalent canonization to Albertus Magnus, naming him a Doctor of the Church due to the spiritual power of his writings.
Pius XI created the feast of Christ the King in response to anti-clericalism. He took a strong interest in fostering the participation of lay
people throughout the Catholic Church, especially in the Catholic Action movement. The end of his pontificate was dominated by
speaking out against Hitler and Mussolini and defending the Catholic Church from intrusions into Catholic life and education. He died
on 10 February 1939 in the Apostolic Palace and is buried in the Papal Grotto of Saint Peter’s Basilica.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Popes and the Papacy Aug 17 2021 The Complete Idiot's Guide® to the Popes and the Papacy
offers a comprehensive look at the history, trials, and triumphs of the Bishops of Rome. This book offers an easy-to-understand
historical survey of the papacy, which is among the oldest institutions on earth, and may well be the oldest continuous position of
leadership in existence. It's all here: remarkable stories of popes who held immense power within the Church and popes who served as
figureheads; popes who ruled as supreme authorities in their own right and popes who offered an inspired model of resistance to
secular tyrannies; popes who lost sight of the dictates of their own faith and popes who set sublime moral and devotional examples to
the world. The book offers history, trivia, and trends new and old -- as well as a look at the future of the office. This is an entertaining
and enlightening look at one of the world's most remarkable jobs, one that has guided Catholicism for two millennia and wields an
influence today.
The Spanish Church and the Papacy in the Thirteenth Century Jan 22 2022 Against the background of the struggle between
Christianity and Islam for the control of the Spanish Peninsula, this book examines the internal condition of the Spanish Church in the
thirteenth century, its relations with the Christian kings and with a succession of great popes. Concentrating upon Aragon and Castile,
the author examines the reaction and resistance of the Church to the reforming decrees of the 1215 Fourth Lateran Council, and
illustrates the attempts made by the papacy to wrest control of the Church from the crown. By using hitherto untouched Spanish
sources as well as material from the Vatican, Dr Linehan is able to throw new light on economic and social problems, and to challenge
effectively the conception that the Spanish Church was wealthy and influential. As well as being important for scholars of medieval
Spain, this book provides essential comparative material for all historians of the medieval Church.
The Deeds of Pope Innocent III Aug 05 2020 The Deeds of Pope Innocent III, composed before 1210 by an anonymous member of the
papal curia, provides a unique window into the activities, policies, and strategies of the papacy and the curia during one of the most
important periods in the history of the medieval church.
The Windows of the English Church, and the Shutters of the Papacy. Compiled from Authentic Sources. By a LaymanJul 16

2021
A History of the Papacy During the Period of the Reformation Feb 08 2021 This five-volume work by Mandell Creighton (1843-1901)
was first published between 1882 and 1894. Volume 2 (1882) focuses on the Council of Basle (1431-49) and its struggle with
Eugenius IV over the crucial issue of papal authority as against both conciliar rule and the secular powers of Europe.
England's Fight with the Papacy Sep 25 2019
Love for the Papacy and Filial Resistance to the Pope in the History of the Church Aug 29 2022 In this book, Roberto de Mattei
steers us through centuries of Church history concerning some of the disastrous decisions of popes and councils. The author's rich
historical narratives, deftly intertwined with dogmatic, moral, and canonical principles, make this work a potent resource for grappling
with the current crises of the Church.
The Two Powers Mar 24 2022 Historians commonly designate the High Middle Ages as the era of the "papal monarchy," when the
popes of Rome vied with secular rulers for spiritual and temporal supremacy. Indeed, in many ways the story of the papal monarchy
encapsulates that of medieval Europe as often remembered: a time before the modern age, when religious authorities openly clashed
with emperors, kings, and princes for political mastery of their world, claiming sovereignty over Christendom, the universal
community of Christian kingdoms, churches, and peoples. At no point was this conflict more widespread and dramatic than during the
papacies of Gregory IX (1227-1241) and Innocent IV (1243-1254). Their struggles with the Hohenstaufen Emperor Frederick II
(1212-1250) echoed in the corridors of power and the court of public opinion, ranging from the battlefields of Italy to the streets of
Jerusalem. In The Two Powers, Brett Edward Whalen has written a new history of this combative relationship between the thirteenthcentury papacy and empire. Countering the dominant trend of modern historiography, which focuses on Frederick instead of the popes,
he redirects our attention to the papal side of the historical equation. By doing so, Whalen highlights the ways in which Gregory and
Innocent acted politically and publicly, realizing their priestly sovereignty through the networks of communication, performance, and
documentary culture that lay at the unique disposal of the Apostolic See. Covering pivotal decades that included the last major
crusades, the birth of the Inquisition, and the unexpected invasion of the Mongols, The Two Powers shows how Gregory and
Innocent's battles with Frederick shaped the historical destiny of the thirteenth-century papacy and its role in the public realm of
medieval Christendom.
La Papauté et les croisades / The Papacy and the Crusades Jul 04 2020 This volume brings together a selection of the papers on
the theme of the Papacy and the Crusades, delivered at the 7th Congress of the Society for the Study of the Crusades and the Latin
East. After the introduction by Michel Balard, the first papers examine aspects of crusader terminology. The next section deals with
events and perceptions in the West, including papers on the crusades against the Albigensians and Frederick II, and on the situation in
the Iberian peninsula. There follow studies on relations between crusaders and the local populations in the Byzantine world after 1204

and Frankish Greece, and in Cilician Armenia, while a final pair looks at papal interventions in Poland and Scandinavia.
A Short History of the Papacy in the Middle Ages Dec 29 2019 This classic text outlines the development of the Papacy as an
institution in the Middle Ages. With profound knowledge, insight and sophistication, Walter Ullmann traces the course of papal
history from the late Roman Empire to its eventual decline in the Renaissance. The focus of this survey is on the institution and the
idea of papacy rather than individual figures, recognizing the shaping power of the popes' roles that made them outstanding
personalities. The transpersonal idea, Ullmann argues, sprang from Christianity itself and led to the Papacy as an institution sui
generis.
Luther and the Papacy Feb 29 2020 Focusing on Luther's relationship to the papal hierarchy, rather than to the personalities of
individual popes, Luther's development as a reformer and the beginnings of the Reformation are studied. Luther emerges from this
study as an advocate of the people against a papal hierarchy that was not fulfilling its obligation. --from publisher description.
Austria and the Papacy in the Age of Metternich: Revolution and reaction, 1830-1838 Oct 26 2019 This study deals with the
relationship between the Austrian Empire and the Papacy during the four decades when Metternich guided Habsburg foreign policy.
For Metternich, relations with Rome were of major significance for his lifelong struggle to defend the Austrian Empire and the
Restoration Order against the revolutionary challenge, as well as for his Italian policy and the domestic affairs of the Empire. His
downfall in 1848 was the end result of the sequence of events initiated by the election of Pope Pius IX in 1846 and the ultimate failure
of his Papal policy. For Italy, Austro-Papal relations were of great consequence because of their intersection at several key points with
the course of the Risorgimento, whose developments they helped to shape. - Jacket flap.
The History Of The Papacy In The Xixth Century; Sep 05 2020 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Church and the Churches, Or, The Papacy and the Temporal Power Oct 07 2020
War Against the Papacy May 26 2022 ""It was to St. Peter that our Lord entrusted the Keys of the Kingdom and vowed that his faith
would never fail. For centuries the Petrine office has been the bulwark of truth against heresies and ideologies which threaten the

integrity of the Church's faith. In War Against the Papacy, James Larson explains why the apparent auto-demolition of the papacy
under the post-conciliar popes has not changed this fundamental reality - and why attacks against the papacy, even in the name of
tradition, betray a lack of trust in Christ's promise to St. Peter. James Larson is a Catholic author whose notable contributions include
articles in the magazine Christian Order as well as the voluminous website War Against Being (www.waragainstbeing). He wellresearched essays advocate a return to God using the golden wisdom of St. Thomas Aquinas as our lodestar. War Against the Papacy
is his first print book.
The Empire and the Papacy, 918-1273 Jun 26 2022
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